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Design No.: 0022396-00001-06

Designed by Lucia Cabrera

Mandala 
pouf



Mandala pouf
PATTERN

Start with a magic ring and follow the chart.

V7: repeat V6
V8: repeat V6 making an increase before every relief stitch.
V9 - V12: work as presented.
V13: repeat V8 instead of an increase, make a decrease.
V14: repeat V13.
V15: repeat V13
 Cut the string.

Insert the filling in the pouf and cut the string, insert the string behind and 
on front of the stitches from the last row and pull until you close the pouf, 
leaving a circle open in the middle in order to take out the filling when you 
need to wash it. You can put an anti-slip round in the open circle.

Anchor Crafty Fine 250g - Art. Nº 4774200 - * (Colour n°)

70 x 19cm aprox.  

6x *00119

9mm 

Intermediate 2

Due to the fact, that Crafty Fine yarn is recycled from colour-assorted tex-
tile material and not re-dyed there can be slight variations in color and 
thickness. We therefore recommend buying enough yarn for your project. 
We also advise to use a crochet needle without handle, which is easier to 
work with. The first stitches might be a little bit hard to work, but you will 
soon get used, and the final result is worth it 

WASHING ADVICE
Always wash in as warm a water temperature as possible - up to the tem-
perature recommended, with a short spin. Use a lot of water if hand wash-
ing. For darker colours we recommend the use of discolouration sheets.
Do not bleach.
Do not tumble dry. Drip-dry on a horizontal surface.
Iron on a hot temperature setting using a damp cloth.
Professional dry cleaning in tetrachloroethylene.
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LEYENDA
chain

slip stitch

treble crochet

front post treble

trebble crochet in the back 
loop only


